Year 2 Summer Term Topic Plan 2018
Science
Children will look at the sky,
stars and the solar system.
What is our solar system?
What are the stars?
Non-fiction writing will form
the evidence of this unit.

Does a light guide the way?
Literacy


SATs revision
 Pie Corbett-’Talk for Writing’ approach to
Literacy.
 Descriptive & Non-fiction writing
 Poetry.
 Basic skills– Handwriting.
 SPAG and phonics activities which will be applied
across all curriculum areas.

Numeracy

Computing

 Keeping safe online.
 Use technology to create and retrieve
information.
 Using computer programmes.

Art and Design
Coastal themed art & design.
Light house images.

French
Je Parle Français– This will cover the
basics of the French language. In
particular:
*Numbers
*Greetings and popular phrases.

Music










SATs revision
Numbers to and beyond 100.
Writing number names in words.
Place value of numbers H T U
Addition and Subtraction involving money.
Multiplication and division
Fractions
Time

PSHE

Myself and my team.
Friendships.
Getting on and falling out.

Singing songs with enjoyment, expression and a sense of
melody. Use their bodies to keep the
beat.

PE

Dance
Gymnastics

Geography

Local geography– looking at natural
and manmade.
Local environment features

Outdoor Learning

Outdoor learning opportunities will be used
throughout to consolidate learning.
The children will take part in an
offsite visit
visiting St Mary’s lighthouse.

History– The history of the

coast and St Marys lighthouse

Phonics

Revisiting sounds from Phase 3 and working up to
Phase 6 to blend and
segment words to help children read.
These phonic skills will then be applied to
writing
activities.

RE

Learn about the followers of Jesus.
Visit a local church.

What you can do to help: Support your child's basic skills talking to them about numbers, number names and simple spelling of
common words. Make these apart of your daily routine where ever possible (E,g, while shopping or looking at sign posts).

